Technical Rider

Shpooka Tours
General
Street show + itinerant + mobile act
Local engagement
Duration:
180 minutes
Audience:
80 passengers, 1000 spectators,
1000 passers-by
All ages
1 show per day (A second show can be discussed)
A travel agency and a TV-studio on a square.
A local vintage car club of 4 to 6 cars that drives 80 traveling guests for a short route in town. (what
makes a 180 minutes itinerant show)
(+/-) 4 local oddities to be visited by 80 traveling guests. (statue, fountain, hero, personal
collection, building…. Anything)
❏ Being able to work with a local assistant is much appreciated.
Space
A square for the travel agency and tv studio.
A route of 1 – 2,5 km starting on the square. (radius max 1 km) Cars need to be allowed on this
route. Cars need to be allowed to park along this route.
❏ We need a large table, 10 chairs, a coloured sofa / couch, 2 arm chairs and a coffee table.
Sound & light
❏ We need a sound set + 3 microphones plus 220v electricity at the performance area.
❏ We need 4 free sockets 220v at the performance area.
❏ If we play at night, the festival is asked to take care of lighting the performing area and electric
power accordingly.
☛ Ask for our light plan. (12 par – Coloured Light chain - dimmer)
Backstage
❏ We need a space where we can warm up and change near to the performance area, preferably
with showers, tables, chairs and mirrors. A washing machine is desired.
Parking
❏ We need a parking place for our van and trailer near the back stage.
Set up/Break down
☛ We arrive on performance day -3.
☛ We need to be able to check and prepare the location two days before the first performance, so
that we can adjust the performance to the space.
☛ We want to check the ‘local oddities’ two days before the first show.
☛ We want to meet the car drivers on the day before the first show.
☛ Setting up of TV studio and travel agency will take 6 hours.
☛ Breaking down will take approximately 4 hours.
Travel / Hotel / Meals
☛ We travel by plane, train or with a van.
☛ We travel with 4 persons (1 vegetarian, 1 vegan).
❏ We ask for 1 double and 1 twin (or 1 double and two
singles).
Bookings and more information: cc@entract.nl

